Sending & Receiving Money with Zelle®

What is Zelle?

- Person-to-person (P2P) payments for online and mobile banking customers

**How it works**

- **Where to find Zelle**: Nearly 500 financial institutions currently offer Zelle
- Use Zelle through your online or mobile bank account
- Sign up with an email address or U.S. mobile phone number
- Send/receive money typically in minutes when both parties are enrolled
- Use the Zelle app if your financial institution does not yet offer Zelle

Why Use Zelle

- Convenience
- Security
- Replaces cash and checks

Safety Tips

- Only use Zelle with people you know and trust
- Treat Zelle like cash
- Confirm recipient’s email or U.S. mobile phone number
- Enable alerts from your financial institution
- Use multi-factor authentication
- Don’t click on links in suspicious or unsolicited emails
- Don’t ever give personal information over email or the phone
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